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MOGU’s Live Video Broadcast 
Highlighted in Mary Meeker’s Internet 

Trends 2019 Report

(Source: Mary Meeker “Internet Trends 2019 Report”)

Mary Meeker’s Internet Trends 2019 Report pointed out a new 
“Live-Streaming + E-Commerce” model gaining momentum in China. As an 
example highlighted in the report, MOGU’s innovative e-fashion model 
featuring live video broadcast illustrates a more interactive, engaging and 
effective form of fashion e-commerce.

MOGU’s First Offline Cosmetic Trade 
Fair Connected 300+ Popular Cosmetic 
Brands with Top KOLs and Live Video 

Broadcast Hosts

On May 10, MOGU launched its first cosmetic trade fair hosting over 300 
popular established and emerging brands from Japan, Korea, Thailand and 
China, and top KOLs and live video broadcast (LVB) hosts on MOGU. The 
trade fair, which came to fruition from six months of preparation, was the 
realization of MOGU’s cosmetic supply chain consolidation initiative. Many 
of the participating cosmetic brands were new to MOGU’s platform, and 
now MOGU directly cooperates with these brands or their designated 
primary distributors for Chinese market to ensure product quality, pricing primary distributors for Chinese market to ensure product quality, pricing 
competitiveness and supply chain efficiency.

Supply Chain Expansion and Live 
Video Broadcast Boosted Cosmetics 
Sales in MOGU’s May Promotion

Robust performance of cosmetic sales in May promotion is a clear 
validation of MOGU’s KOLs (LVB hosts) and supply chain integration. 
Supported by MOGU’s expanded product portfolio and supply chain, 
cosmetics sales contributed nearly 50% of total GMV during May 
promotion, a record-high level. MOGU’s live video broadcast (LVB) 
continued to be a robustly effective sales model as it recorded over 200% 
year-on-year growth in GMV. Some highlights during May promotion 
include: 1) Japanese cosmetic brand Naris sold over 10,000 bottles of include: 1) Japanese cosmetic brand Naris sold over 10,000 bottles of 
sunscreen spray in one live video broadcast session held by one of 
MOGU’s top hosts; 2) 30,000 boxes of facial marks worth RMB3.2 million 
were sold in one LVB session.

MOGU Signed Strategic Cooperation 
with 5 Popular Korean Beauty Brands

In second half of May, MOGU has further expanded its cosmetic supply 
chain by forming strategic cooperation with 5 popular Korean cosmetic and 
beauty clinic brands, namely, W.lab. JAYJUN, UNNY, Wonjin and ID.AZ. 
One MOGU’s top LVB hosts attended the signing ceremony with ID.AZ, 
where she hosted a live broadcast and sold 80,000 slices of ID.AZ facial 
mask.

Apparel Supply Chain Upgrade Kicked 
Off with Denim Category

After months of conducting data analysis, supplier evaluation, channel 
check and factory survey, MOGU has completed the initial phase of the 
supply chain consolidation for Jeans category with less than 20 specialized 
suppliers selected, many of which are offline OED/ODM and new to 
MOGU’s platform. With this consolidation, MOGU is able to better manage 
product quality and supply, while channeling significantly larger order 
volume to the selected suppliers to achieve scale economics. As a result, 
customer satisfaction significantly improved and repeat purchase (within the customer satisfaction significantly improved and repeat purchase (within the 
same month) rate for new customers improved to 30%. This is a significant 
milestone achieved in MOGU’s effort to improve supply chain efficiency and 
customer experience on the platform. MOGU will adopt similar selection 
and supply chain upgrade to more semi-standardized fashion categories, 
including underwear, bags and accessories.

MOGU STUDIO Launching Proprietary 
New Product Testing Service

MOGU STUDIO offers an immersive fashion experience that brings fashion 
brands and consumers together. It functions as a virtual show room and 
offers proprietary new product testing service to brands. To elaborate, 
MOGU’s brand partners would regularly bring their latest products to 
MUGO STUDIO. KOLs and MOGU’s editors would try, mix and match, and 
post new looks and create new contents with these new arrivals. MOGU’s 
proprietary data analytics of consumer behaviors, including browsing, 
adding to basket or favorite, would be able to forecast sales of the new adding to basket or favorite, would be able to forecast sales of the new 
products in the next two weeks. Therefore, MOGU STUDIO would not only 
help fashion brands establish distinct images that resonate with customers 
through creative and interactive communications, but also help improve 
their production and inventory efficiency. As of now, MOGU has established 
such in-depth cooperation with over 600 international and domestic fashion 
brands. Furthermore, 3,000 fashion brands have been included MOGU 
STUDIO’s brand portfolio.  STUDIO’s brand portfolio.  

Seeking Alpha: Strong Debut Of Revolve 
Demonstrates Growing Interest In 
KOL-Led E-Commerce; Chinese Peer 

MOGU Is 3 Steps Ahead

(Source: www.seekingalpha.com)


